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Seb Gower, an artist with a unique vision, is on a mission to infuse vitality into our lives and forge connections through his evocative artworks. Hailing

from the serene rural landscapes of Te Awamutu in New Zealand, Seb's journey is a testament to his determination and creative spirit.

Born and raised amidst the legacy of hardworking farmers, Seb chose a divergent path that led him to embrace the world of art. Supported by his

father's aviation career and guided by the wisdom of his brilliant mother, he embarked on a transformative journey that would shape his destiny.

Transitioning from generations of agricultural tradition, Seb embarked on a quest to explore emotions, connections, and the power of the canvas. This

shift was met with wholehearted endorsement from his parents, who recognized his artistic fervor.

Educational pursuits carried Seb to Massey University in Wellington, where he pursued a Fine Arts degree. His academic journey later led him to

complete a degree in Philosophy and Art History at the University of Otago. 

During this journey, Seb stumbled upon an authentic, raw sentiment that resonated within him. He embraced modern impressionism, casting aside

predefined purpose for the sake of heartfelt expression. This unbridled commitment to the creative process allowed him to forge genuine connections

with his audience.

Through his art, Seb aspires to offer an invitation to a shared journey. His live sessions, videos, and writings endeavor to satisfy a global yearning for

authenticity and honesty. His artworks have evolved into collaborative ventures, where the aspirations of his audience merge seamlessly with his

distinct style. Each brushstroke embodies shared expressions, creating a tapestry of connection.

Seb's vision transcends mere followers; it embraces participants in an immersive experience. Limited prints ensure that each piece retains its

authenticity and rarity, transforming into cherished moments shared by a wider audience.
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For those who find inspiration in Seb's journey and dreams, he extends an invitation to embark on new projects together. By combining your ideas

and inspirations with his artistic process, unique creations come to life.

Seb Gower's biography stands as a testament to his dedication to fostering vitality, forging connections, and crafting narratives through his

extraordinary artworks. 

SKILLS
Other Corporate Speaking, Painting, Public Speaker
Sports Boating
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